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Molecule of the Month: AgrA DNA Binding Domain
AgrA is the response regulator of the two component signal transduction system
that regulates virulence in Staphylococcus Aureus. Staphylococcus Aureus is known for
infecting soft tissues (open wounds in skin, lungs, and other mucous membranes) 1.
These infections are oftentimes not life-threatening and can be readily treated. However,
if the infection spreads to a major organ or becomes systemic, severe problems may
occur (most significantly septic shock) and the infection may become life threatening.
Infections have been made worse in recent years with the proliferation of
Methicillin Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA), as certain strains worldwide have
become increasingly resistant to antibiotics. While serious MRSA infections were mostly
seen in hospitals (where they often infected wounds and sites of surgical repair), it has
recently become a growing (and concerning) problem outside of clinical situations: as
many as 19,000 people die every year in the United States from MRSA infections, more
than from HIV2.
The Agr pathway is necessary for the activation of virulence, but not for the life
of the bacteria. This may be one of the most attractive aspects of designing an antibiotic
to target the Agr pathway: there is no positive selection for antibiotic resistance5. Ideally
once deactivated the infection would become harmless and the body could clear the
infection without incurring any damage.
Because of its role within the Agr system, AgrA seems to be the most appealing
drug target. As with all two component signaling systems in bacteria, the Agr system
contains both a histidine kinase (AgrC) and a response regulator (AgrA) (Figure 1). The
other components of the system (AgrB and AgrD) function to generate the active form of
Autoinducing Peptid (AIP). AgrD is the precursor to AIP and upon being synthesized
binds to AgrB (a transmembrane protein). AgrB cleaves AgrD into active AIP and
excretes it. Once the bacteria has successfully entered a host’s vesicle, AIP builds up to
let the organism know that it can begin expressing the virulence factors. Sufficient AIP
concentrations bind and activate AgrC, another transmembrane protein, which undergoes
an auto phosphoylation event that loads a reactive phosphoryl group onto a histidine.
The histidine readily transfers the phosphoryl group to the acceptor aspartate on AgrA,
activating it. Activated AgrA dimerizes and binds DNA at one of two promoters. P2, the
promoter that contains two ‘good’ binding sites, leads to transcription of the entire Agr
locus, while P3, which contains one ‘good’ binding site and one ‘poor’ binding site,
transcribes the regulatory RNAIII, ultimately activating virulence gene expression.
Most response regulators, including AgrA, contain two domains: a regulatory
domain and a DNA binding domain. The DNA binding domain of AgrA is relatively
unique in that it is a LytTR family domain. LytTR domains make up ~5% of known
DNA binding domains, and are unrelated to the other 95% which consists of variations of
helix-turn-helix domains3. Their structure was almost entirely unknown until this
structure was solved, but it was known that they generally bind to a pair of 9bp consensus
sequences separated by a 12bp linker (this distance is highly conserved and essential for
binding).
For this structure, the C-terminus of AgrA was crystallized in the presence of a
15bp DNA construct mimicking one AgrA binding site and it was solved to 1.6Å

resolution. The overall fold consists of 10 β-strands that form three β-sheets connected
by 310 helices and one alpha helix. Strands 3,4,6 and 7 form the central hydrophobic
sheet while amphipathic sheets formed by strands 1,2,5 and 8,9,10 flank it, shielding it
from water (Figure 2). The helices play no role in actual binding to DNA and seem to
serve only to help support the β-sheets3.
An interesting feature of this molecule is that it has twofold symmetry – strands 15 and 6-10 are symmetrical, as are the 310 helices that connect them (Figure 3). The
authors looked for homology to one unit of the protein and found homology to Sac7d in
the archea Sulfolobus acidocaldarius. Interestingly, although she structure is almost
identical to half of the AgrA DNA binding domain, the two molecules bind DNA in
completely different ways. It is proposed that the LytTR domains may have arisen due to
a duplication event that gave it new function3.
The protein binds DNA by sitting along the axis of DNA and making contact with
bases at three points: R233 and H169 make contacts in the major groove of the same face
of DNA while N201 makes indirect contact with the minor groove between the other
points of contact (Figure 4). Only R233 and H169 actually make direct contact with
DNA bases – N201 makes contact via the phosphate backbone. This is interesting
because other nucleotides in the binding site are quite important for binding (and
conserved among other LytTR binding site) indicating that they may play an important
role in indirect binding or in allowing for proper positing of the DNA binding site3.
Isothermal titration calorimetry was performed to confirm the importance of
R233, His169, and N201. Each of the three residues was changed (one at a time) to
alanine and the titration was repeated under otherwise identical conditions. The results
showed that all three were important for binding, with the mutation of H169 causing a
90-fold decrease in binding affinity, R233 a 40-fold decrease, and N201 mutation showed
a 1-fold decreases in affinity (Figure 5) 3.
The interaction of AgrA with DNA causes a 38° bend in the DNA along with
some “compression of the major groove” 3. Analysis with w3DNA also reveals that the
structure contains some odd steps with negative tips and positive roles at certain base
pairs. These base pairs also show elevated stagger, buckle, and roll. It is noted that these
base-pairs correspond to places on the DNA adjacent to the basepairs that are directly
contacted by the protein, indicating that the protein may either induce these
conformations or require their presence for binding.
It is also of interest to those who study AgrA that in Staph infections AgrA
undergoes a strange mechanism whereby the gene is inactivated after certain stages of
infection. There is a frame-shift ‘slip’ whereby AgrA is lengthened at the C-terminus by
3 or 21 residues – the former slows AgrA activation and the latter abolishes it altogether4.
This structure reveals nothing about how this interesting (and unique) mechanism of
inactivation might occur3. It may be that these extensions simply make it harder or
impossible for the protein to fold at all.
The structure may still leave some questions unanswered (the above mentioned
deactivation method, the structure and interaction of the regulator domain, etc.), but it
was significant in that it was the first LytTR domain structure to be solved and it is also a
high resolution structure bound with DNA. Since the unbound structure has also been
solved (unpublished) the door to targeting AgrA with small molecule inhibitors has been
opened.

Figures:
1:An Overview of the Agr
System

2: A view showing the arrangement three β-sheets: Cyan in the middle is hydrophobic
while the flanking green and blue are amphipathic with hydrophobic residues facing
inward and hydrophilic ones facing outward.

3. A top vies of the molecule that helps to demonstrate the symmetry within the
molecule (one repeated unit is in cyan with the other in green).

4. A figure depicting the binding of DNA to AgrA. The interactions are shown in B with
straight lines being direct contacts to bases, dashed lines being indirect. Dots between the
residues and DNA represent water mediated interactions. Figure from Sidote et al.

5. ITC data demonstrating the reduction in binding affinity when mutations are made to
key binding residues. Figure from Sidote et al.

Tables
1. Table of certain selected basepair characteristics. Highlighted in dark blue are
bases adjacent to those contacted during binding. Light blue highlights are likely
to be ‘hinge’ nucleotides3 . Data obtained from w3DNA.
bp

Stagger

Buckle

Opening

1

T-A

0.15

-16.26

1.73

2

T-A

-0.24

3.38

-2.03

3

A-T

-0.11

6.91

0.27

4

A-T

0.14

2.5

0.47

5

C-G

-0.14

0.53

-0.94

6

A-T

0.42

20.24

7.46

7

G-C

0.24

2.13

0.56

8

T-A

0.29

-17.08

-0.53

9

T-A

0.07

-11.14

2.99

10

A-T

-0.16

-6.11

2.48

11

A-T

0.24

8.06

7.71

12

G-C

-0.05

-3.92

-0.21

13

u-A

0.04

-4.9

3.27

14

A-u

-0.04

-8.65

3.3

15

T-A

-0.03

-1.29

4.89

2 Figure showing the slgiht deviation from normal values seen for groove widths as well
as tilt and roll (shown in red). Data obtained from w3DNA.
Minor
Groove

Major
Groove

P-P

P-P

1 TT/AA

---

2 TA/TA

Step

Tilt

Roll

---

3.52

3.44

---

---

-0.86

2.6

3 AA/TT

12.8

16.6

-6.43 0.86

4 AC/GT

13.8

15.3

0.85

5 CA/TG

14.2

13.3

-2.85 13.68

6 AG/CT

12.7

18.6

-3.04 5.75

7 GT/AC

10.8

18.2

0.95 -6.04

8 TT/AA

10.9

18.6

2.42 -1.02

9 TA/TA

12.1

18.7

-0.52 -7.12

10 AA/TT

13.3

18.4

-5.43 8.35

11 AG/CT

13.3

16.8

-5.4

12 Gu/AC

12.3

17.4

-2.13 2.78

13 uA/uA

---

---

1.16

14 AT/Au

---

---

1.78 -0.37

1.36

7.18

7.47
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Abstract
This paper reviews the structure and function of PcrA helicase. Helicase has been
identified as a therapeutic target in combating malaria (4, 10). PcrA Substrate analogs
have proven success in helicase inhibition. However, emerging drug resistance requires
new and malarial therapeutics (10). PcrA helicase is an ideal target because it has high
sequence homology to Uvrd malaria helicase, low sequence homology with human
helicase, and is a small monomer of easily observed structure (14). This paper will use
the web 3DNA interface (W3DNA) (13). VMD (visual molecular dynamics), and PDB
(protein databank) to discuss the structure resulting from the Velankar crystallization
(3PJR) of the ligand bound PcrA structure (7, 11, 12).
Background
An organism’s survival depends on the high fidelity of helicase nucleotide metabolism.
Helicase is central to DNA replication. It binds to DNA as part of the transcription
initiation complex. The transcription initation complex is responsible for binding to DNA
and activating the synthesis of a DNA copy. Once bound to DNA, helicase hyrolyzes
ATP to power the separation of double stranded DNA. Once the two strands are
separated, the nucleotide bases are available act as a template strand for base pairing with
a new nucleotide of the growing transcribed strand (1, 4, 5, 8).
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Significance
Structural understanding of helicase provides information that can lead to treatment of
malaria. Malaria is a caused by the Protozoan parasite, Plasmodium falciparum. Each
year it infects approximately 200–300 million people in Africa, South-East Asia, and the
Western Pacific regions (4, 8). Eradication in North America, Europe, and Australia
indicates the possibility for a global end to malaria. However, recent sources indicate
increased drug resistance (8) Scientists are making a new concerted effort to identify and
classify helicase therapeutic targets (4).
Bacterial PcrA helicase is suitable for malaria studies. It has low sequence homology
with human helicase and high (80-90%) sequence homology with the active site of the P.
falciparum helicase, UvrD (8). Mutation studies in Escherichia coli indicate that PcrA can
be replaced with UvrD and maintain cell viability (8). Additionally, PcrA helicase is of
structural interest because its structure has been solved through x-ray crystallography and
is a monomer that retains complete helicase function. In a recient structure analysis, Yu
writes that: “it is one of the smallest linear motors with full atomic scale structures. (14)”
Understanding of the helicase structural and functional relationship is central for
development of malaria therapeutics. It has been shown that substrate analog molecules
can inhibit PcrA helicase activity. In a recent paper, Shankar indicates that a sterically
hindered DNA analog with a vinylphosphonate rigid backbone is effective for PcrA
inhibition (8). Therefore, this paper discuses the residue interactions within the ligand
bound PcrA crystallized molecule, 3PJR.
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Results
DNA and ATP substrate bound PcrA helicase (PDB ID: 3PJR) was crystallized from
Bacillus stearothermophilus by Sameer Velankar in 1999 (11). This section reviews
tertiary, secondary, and primary structural features that are relevant to enzyme-substrate
interactions. Identification of key enzyme-substrate features allows conclusions regarding
overall helicase function.
The PcrA tertiary structure consists of four domains. Two of the domains (1B and 2B) are
primarily made up of α helices (fig 1). Domains 1A and 2A each consist of a similar
“core” motif. The core motif as seen in yellow in figure 2, is made up of five parallel βstrands and five intervening α-helices. The domains link to the corresponding 1A and 2A
domains at β -strand number 3 of the “core” motif. The DNA and ATP substrates are
rendered in figure 1 as van der waals model. The DNA is made up of a double stranded
region (dsDNA) and single stranded region (ssDNA). W3DNA analysis indicates that the
DNA substrate forms Watson-crick base-pairs at nucleotides: 2 C/G 33, 3 A/T 32, 4 G/C
31, and 5 T/A 30 (fig 3). The remaining nucleotides are unpaired or ssDNA. A step
diagram of the dsDNA split locaton (6 G/C 29) was prepared in W3DNA (fig 4). From
this diagram it is clear that only two of the three typical hydrogen bonds are formed.
dsDNA is located adjacent to domain 2B and the ssDNA segment crosses between
domains 1A and 1B. The ATP analog, AMPPNP (5’-adenylyl imidodphosphate), used
for the purpose of accurate crystallization is bound to the region between 1A and 2A (1,
13, 14).
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2B

2B

1B

1B
2A

2A

Figure 1:
Domain:
1A (green),
2A (red),
1B (yellow),
2B (cyan) (12)

1A

1A

Figure 2:
“Core” motif:
five parallel
β-strands
five intervening
α-helices (3)

Figure 4:
Strand separation
begins at
[6 G/C 29] (13)

Sequence

Status

1 G/C 34

Unpaired

2 C/G 33

Paired

3 A/T 32

Paired

4 G/C 31

Paired

5 T/A 30

Paired

6 G/C 29

Unpaired

7 C/G 28

Unpaired

8 T/A 27

Unpaired

9 C/G 26

Unpaired

10 G/C 25

Unpaired

11 T/ --

ssDNA

12 T/--

ssDNA

13 T/--

ssDNA

14 T/--

ssDNA

15 T/--

ssDNA

Figure 3:
dsDNA and
ssDNA sequence (13)

Figure 5: Helix comparison top and
side views:
PcrA (top left), W3DNA B-DNA (top
right), W3DNA A-DNA (bottom right)
(12, 13)
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Figure 6: Tables of base-pair parameters, step parameters, backbone angles, Nglycosidic bond angles, and Bend calculation values (below)(13)
Local Base-Pair Parameters
2 C-G 33
3 A-T 32
4 G-C 31
5 T-A 30
PCRA AVERAGE
THEORETICAL A DNA
THEORETICAL B DNA
Local Step Parameters
2-3 CA/TG 33-32
3-4 AG/CT 32-31
4-5 GT/AC 31-30
PCRA AVERAGE
THEORETICAL A DNA
THEORETICAL B DNA
Base
2C
3A
4G
5T
G 33
T 32
C 31
A 30
PCRA AVERAGE
THEORETICAL A DNA
THEORETICAL B DNA
Base-Pair

N1x

2 C-G 33
5 T-A 30

0.69
0.63

C-G
T-A

0.00
-0.38

C-G
T-A

0.00
-0.05

Propeller
1.76
-7.48
-5.12
-1.34
-3.05
-10.52
-15.14
Shift
Slide
Rise
0.43
-0.57
3.92
-0.76
-0.75
3.09
0.41
-0.81
3.01
0.03
-0.71
3.34
-0.01
-1.40
3.30
0.00
0.45
3.35
Gamma
Alpha
Beta
Delta
-119.9
-151.4
10.9
109.7
-110.0
-172.3
76.6
94.0
150.4
-113.4
161.8
73.5
2.0
130.5
7.2
60.5
67.1
-146.7
-97.4
77.7
-139.7
114.0
130.7
84.3
57.4
-142.3
-110.3
145.6
-172.0
-115.9
134.4
100.6
-33.1
-74.7
39.2
93.2
-51.7
174.8
41.7
79.1
-29.9
136.3
31.2
143.3

N1y

N1z

N1·N2

Opening
-21.44
-11.07
-23.19
-13.12
-17.21
-1.71
-1.53
Tilt
Roll
-7.24
3.79
-1.16
-1.86
-3.54
-8.47
-3.98
-2.18
-0.04
12.44
-0.01
1.71
Epsilon
Zeta
-169.1
-62.2
-178.5
-101.7
-165.4
-100.2
113.3
43.2
174.2
-1.2
-133.8
-92.0
-161.3
-56.1
-141.0
-118.2
-82.7
-61.1
-147.8
-75.1
-140.8
-160.5

|Dihedral|

PcrA Bend Calculation
0.50
0.52
0.996
5.438
0.56
0.54
Theoretical A-DNA Bend Calculation
34.167
-0.38
-0.92
0.827
0.05
-0.92
Theoretical B-DNA Bend Calculation
-0.05
-1.00
1.000
1.812
0.01
-1.00

Twist
46.03
31.11
30.95
36.03
29.99
35.45
Chi
-165.2
-155.5
-173.7
-147.6
-128.3
-163.5
-149.0
-140.7
-152.9
-157.2
-98.0

Angle in
Radians

Angle in
Degree

0.095

5.438

0.596

34.167

0.032

1.812

Equation 1:Angle of Bend Estimate derived from calculation of cross product of normals
from first and last base pair:
Angle of Bend = [COS-1(n1_xfirst*n1_xlast+ n2_yfirst*n2_ylast+ n3_zfirst*n3_zlast)]*(180/COS-1(-1))
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When bound to PcrA, the dsDNA renders an unusual conformation. B-type and A-type
DNA models were prepared via W3DNA to enable characterization of PcrA dsDNA
conformation. Images of these helices are shown in fig 5. It is clear that the shape of PcrA
dsDNA is dissimilar from both the B-DNA and A-DNA theoretical models (13). As seen
in the local base-pair parameters of fig 6, the PcrA dsDNA values of propeller (-3.05) and
opening (-17.21) are unlike that of B-DNA (-15.14, -1.53) or A-DNA (-10.52, -1.71).
Furthermore, W3DNA analysis indicates that the PcrA helix has B-type and A-type DNA
features. It is right handed, and has a minor groove (11.7 Å), and a major groove (17.4
Å), and the local step parameters (fig 6) of PcrA mirror that of B-DNA. However, the
backbone (delta and zeta), and N-glycosidic bond (chi) angles resemble that of A-DNA.
Furthermore, use of W3DNA analysis of normals between each base-pair enables
description of helical bend. Using equation 1, a slight bend of 5.44o is observed in the
PcrA helix.
Conserved residues identify amino acids that are directly involved with helicase function.
Determined through sequence comparison, conserved residues for PcrA are obtained
from Caruthers et. al. Rendered in bright colors (fig 7), one can see that the conserved
residues are localized to the regions of DNA and ATP substrate binding. Furthermore, a
distance plot (figures 8 and 9) with equation 2 allows identification of specific atoms that
interact with in the close hydrogen bonding distance of approximately 2 Å. These atomic
interactions are summarized in figures 9 and 10. Furthermore, figure 11, from literature,
represents a molecular dynamics simulation of the electrostatic contribution of residues in
substrate bound domain 1A and 2A (14).
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Equation 2: Distance = √ (∆x2 + ∆y2 + ∆z2)
Figure 7: Conserved amino acid sequence for PcrA helicase. Image (right) uses bright
red and green to show the conserved regions. DNA and ATP substrates are licorice
models (3, 12).

Conserved
Motif

Conserved
Sequence

I
Walker A
Motif

(31-38)
AGAGSGKT

Ia

(64-69)
FTNKAA

TxGx

(90-94)
STFHS

II
Walker B
Motif

(223-227)
DEYQD

III

(250-260)
GDADQSIYRWR

IV

(355-365)
AVLYRTNAQSR

V

(565-564)
HAAKGLE

VI

(606-613)
VGITRAEE

PcrA Image
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Figure 8: Distance plot comparing the conserved residue atoms with the DNA substrate
atoms.
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Figure 9: Distance plot comparing the conserved residue atoms with the ATP substrate
atoms.
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Figure 9: Conserved residues of close DNA interaction are shown as Van Der Waals
models and ssDNA is shown as a licorice model.
DNA Binding Residues
NE2 of HIS93 binds BASE 15-O2
NE1 of TRP259 binds BASE 13-O2
NE1,NH1,NH2 of ARG260 binds
Base 14-O2,O4, Base15-O2, O4
NE, NH2 of ARG359 binds Base 12O2, Base 13-O2
NE2 of HIS565 binds Base 13-O2
Possible Repelling Interaction:
OD1 of ASN361 binds Base 13OP2,OP1
Figure 10: Conserved residues of close ATP interaction and believed reactivity (3) are
shown as space-filling model, ATP is shown as a licorice model, and PcrA peptide
domain 1A is shown as a surf model.
ATP Binding Residues

Walker A Motif:
NH3 of LYS37 binds phosphates of
ATP
OH of THR38 binds the Mg2+ ion

Walker B Motif:
OE1, OE2 of GLU 224 GLU571
binds ATP O3
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Figure 11: Electrostatic energy contributions of substrate bound domain A1and A2
residues (14).

Discussion
This paper uses W3DNA, VMD, PDB, and the distance equation to relate conserved
residues to DNA and ATP interactions with PcrA helicase. In 1999, Velankar
crystallizalized substrate bound PcrA (PDB ID: 3PJR) and product PcrA (PDB ID:
2PJR). By using a molecular dynamic simulation on both the substrate bound PcrA
(3PJR) and product PcrA (2PJR), Yu observes that the 1A -2A ATP binding site has a
~10o opening in the absence of ATP. In this 2006 paper, Yu observes that “binding of
ATP favors a [narrow 1A-2A separation while] ADP and Pi favors a wider separation
between the domains.(Yu, struc)” These global conformation changes are evidence of a
“stepping- mechanism”. The altering affinities between domain B1 and A1 for ATP
influence the affinity of PcrA for ssDNA. The overall result is described as a helicase
translocation in the 3’->5’ direction toward the dsDNA (1, 14). This paper focuses on the
interactions of substrate bound PcrA.
It is common consensus that binding and hydrolysis of ATP induces conformational
changes that enable enzyme activity (1). The conserved residues discussed by cartuthers
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(fig 7) identify the Walker A and B motif as intrinsic residues for binding ATP and
performing hydrolysis (3). It has been previously determined that the amide (-NH3) of
LYS37 hydrogen bonds with the phosphates of MgATP. And the hydroxyl (-OH) of
THR38 coordinates with the magnesium ion of MgATP. The carboxyl groups of
GLU224 act as a base catalyst for ATP hydrolysis (3). The ATP binding results cannot be
accurately confirmed with VMD or the distance plot because of crystallization with the
substrate analog, AMPPNP instead of MgATP. Regardless, these interactions are
depicted in figure 10.
The ssDNA substrate segment binds to the cleft between domains 1A and 1B. PcrA
unwinds the dsDNA via translocation along the ssDNA segment(1). When bound, the
double stranded region of the DNA substrate exhibits both B-type and A-type DNA
conformation characteristics. It bears the local step parameters (shift, slide, rise, tilt, roll,
and twist) of B-type DNA (13). However, the DNA substrate shares similar backbone
angles (delta and zeta), and n-glycosidic bond (chi) angles with A-type DNA (13). This
unusual configuration is likely induced by strain that is caused by binding to PcrA. The
single stranded region of the DNA substrate is bound to the cleft between domains 1A
and 1B. Specific atom interactions are determined by plotting the distance of conserved
residues against DNA atoms (eq. 2, fig. 7, fig.8). From this calculation one determines
that ssDNA is primarily bound to 1A and 1B via hydrogen bonding. The –NH of residue
(HIS93, TRP259, ARG260, ARG359, HIS565) amines are a distance of less than 4Å
from the oxygen on the DNA base groups. However, there is an outlyer interaction. The
R-group oxygen of ASN361 interacts at close distance distance (<4Å) with the phosphate
oxygen of DNA base 13. This is a repelling interaction that is under a great deal of
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molecular strain. The electrostatic interactions of figure 11confirm that ASN361 has a
repulsive interaction that is equal and opposite to the attractive interaction of ARG260
(fig 9) towards ssDNA. Due to the connected nature of peptides, it is likely that ASN361
is under a strained conformation that is relieved when ADP +Pi leaves the active site.
This ASN361-ssDNA repelling interaction is likely to push the ssDNA into the hydrogen
bonding attractive interaction of ARG260.
The use of W3DNA, VMD, PDB, and distance plots allows intimate discussion of exact
atoms involved in enzyme-substrate interactions. Use of VMD and PDB enables
observation of tertiary and secondary structural features. However, W3DNA and the
distance plots, enable one to delve deeper into enzyme function. As never before
discussed in as great a detail, this paper identifies ASN361 as having an intrinsic role in
PcrA mechanism. ASN361 has potential to serve as a target in development of malaria
substrate analog therapeutics.
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Human Blood Coagulation Factor XIII: A Transglutaminase
Andrew Draganski
Biophysics, Rutgers University
December 11, 2009
As a Food Science student interested in the biophysics of foods, I chose a
transglutaminase (TG) to analyze because of their fairly widespread use in the food
industry. Through catalysis of the cross linking of proteins, TGs are able to bond pieces
of meat together, and are therefore valuable in the creation of products such as chicken
nuggets, imitation crabmeat, and sausages. Also known as “meat glue,” food grade TG is
either produced by bacterial fermentation or extracted from animal blood.
There are eight TGs that have been characterized: in addition to blood coagulation
factor XIII (Factor XIII), others include keratinocyte, epidermal, tissue, and prostrate
TGs. As TGs form insoluble cross-links between proteins, their role in biology is
structural. Some examples are: hair, wool, skin, nails, claws, and shells. Factor XIII is
responsible for providing mechanical strength to blood clots by cross-linking fibrin
protein molecules together into an insoluble mesh. Factor XIII also performs secondary
roles, such as to bond a blood clot to the wound site and to bond α2-antiplasmin to the
blood clot, which inhibits proteolytic fibrinolysis.
Blood clotting is a complicated and highly regulated process. Briefly, injury to a
blood vessel initiates the coagulation cascade, whereby a series of inactive zymogen
clotting factor enzymes are activated via proteolytic cleavage (Figure 1). Near the end of
the cascade, the thrombin-mediated conversion of fibrinogen to fibrin allows for the
spontaneous assembly of fibrin into long, thread-like fibrils. Meanwhile, Factor XIII is
activated (XIIIa) in the presence of co-factor calcium by thrombin-mediated cleavage of a
short amino-terminus polypeptide. Upon activation, cross-linking between fibrin
molecules ensues. The resulting fibrin mesh ensnares blood platelets (anuclear plasma
cells) to form a blood clot. The regulation of this process is very important. Blood
clotting needs to be a quick response to injury—it is for this reason that all of the
coagulation factors are always present in inactive forms in tissue and plasma. Failure of
this system can result in bleeding disorders. On the other hand, clotting must stop when
the injury begins to heal. Unwanted clotting can dangerously block the flow of blood.
Transglutaminases belong to the enzyme class 2.3.2.13, or the aminoacyltransferases. The reaction they catalyze is to transfer an acyl group from a glutamine
residue to the ε-amino group of a lysine residue, resulting in an isopeptide bond linking
two proteins together (Figure 2). Water must be excluded from the active site, as it will
readily react with the reactive glutamyl intermediate to form glutamic acid.
The three-dimensional structure of Factor XIII was first solved as an A2
homodimer in 1994 (PDB code 1GGT; Figure 3). There are actually two forms of Factor
XIII: the homodimer, which exists in platelets and tissue, and an A2B2 hetero-tetramer,
which circulates in the plasma. The B units, which are necessary for plasma solubility,

dissociate upon binding to fibrin substrate. The A2 complex is about 166 kDa large and
has a two-fold rotational symmetry around the z-axis (coming out from the page).
The 83 kDa Factor XIII monomer resembles a flattened triangle with dimensions
of 10nm x 6nm x 5nm (Figure 3). Starting from the amino terminus, Factor XIII consists
of an activation peptide segment follow by four distinct and sequential domains. The
first domain is a 140 residue β-sandwich, which consists of two four-stranded antiparallel
sheets rotated about 50 degrees with respect to each other (Figure 3, colored orange).
The third and fourth domains (yellow and purple), β-barrel 1 and β-barrel 2, are located
at the carboxy terminus of the polypeptide; both contain about 100 residues and have a
seven-stranded β-barrel fold. The second and largest domain is the 330-residue core
(green) domain that houses the active site of the enzyme. It contains 10 short segments
of α-helix, which are arranged in two groups and divided by a central β-sheet. There is
also a three-stranded mixed β-sheet at the carboxy terminus that is adjacent to the end of
β-barrel 1. The activation peptide (red) is a 37-residue segment that covers the active site
of the opposite half of the dimer that is cleaved by thrombin in the Factor XIII activation
process.
The active site is cysteine residue 314 that is located in the core domain close to
the β1-barrel (Figure 4). The sulfur atom is activated by a catalytic triad which includes
histidine-373 and aspartic acid-396. Through hydrogen bonding, the electronegative Asp
pulls electrons from the S-atom through His. The negatively polarized S is thus able to
stabilize various tetrahedral intermediates of the transamidation reaction. Access to the
active site is limited by both the activation peptide and a tyrosine residue located on the
β1-barrel (Figure 5). It is thus reasoned that movement of the β1-barrel domain is
necessary for enzyme activation.
In failed attempts to discover the Factor XIII active form, the structure of the
enzyme has been solved post-activation peptide cleavage as well as bound to co-factor
Calcium. In both cases the protein conformation remains unchanged and the active site
remains inaccessible. Attempts to crystallize the enzyme in the presence of substrate
analogues have also been unsuccessful. For reasons not presently understand, it is
believed that there is a specificity requirement whereby the necessary conformational
change occurs only when the enzyme is bound to fibrin. Because this conformational
change leads to the expected loss of favorable enthalpy interactions between the
activation peptide and the core domain and between the β-barrel domains and the core
domain, it is reasoned that the presence of fibrin helps to overcome this energy barrier.
Another avenue to obtain further insight into the activation process is to look at
other TG enzymes, which are highly conserved among the family. Recently, the first
active three-dimensional structure of a transglutaminase was solved: tissue TG II (Figure
6: inactive; Figure 7: active). TG II has a nearly identical structure to Factor XIII and
conservation 48% of residues in the core domain. The active form clearly demonstrates a
large conformational change with a resultant opening of access to the active site.
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Biological significance
Immunodominant and public T cell receptor (TCR) usage is relatively common in many viral
diseases. The mechanism by which the immune system discriminates self versus non-self is dependent
on the appropriate recognition of antigens presented to T cells by major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) protein. How αβ TCRs interact with peptide MHC has been a attractive for structural biologist.
However, a realistic examination reveals that what are the general rules for αβ T cell receptors and how
a limited set of TCR patrol a much larger universe of peptides presented by MHC molecules remains
almost complete mysteries. Fortunately, there are numerous structural studies of TCR/pMHC
complexes that have taken us with respect to these two questions.
Ishizuka et al. investigate the human TCR-JM22 interaction with an immunodominant influenza matrix
peptide (amino acids 58–66 with sequence GILGFVFTL) (Figure2) presented by the class I MHC
molecule HLA-A2. In 2003, this group determined the high-resolution crystal structure of Vβ17 TCRHLA-A2-flu (Figure1), revealing clues to the structural basis for predominant usage of the Vβ17
domain in HLA-A2-flu recognition. This TCR incorporates the Vβ17 gene segment common to
virtually all matrix-HLA-A*0201-specific T cells in humans. Vβ17 immunodominance emerges
through repeated influenza-virus infections, indicating that Vβ17-bearing TCRs offer particularly good
solutions to the problem of peptide-(pMHC) binding in the context of T cell proliferation and T cell
memory. In the paper, examined the structural features of the interaction between the Vβ17Vα10.2
receptor (derived from T cell clone JM22) and p-MHC to determine how this highly favored
recognition occurs.
JM22-MP (58-66)-HLA-A2 crystal structure description
The roles of CDR loops
TCRs are composed of two chains. The binding site of the TCR is comprised of six loops called
complementarity determining regions (CDRs), with each chain contributing three loops, called CDR1,2
and 3( Figure 3). The CDR1 and 2 loop sequence are constant for each type of chain while CDR3 loops
very in an almost unlimited fashion and largely indicate the TCR specificity for peptide. In Figure, we
can see that CDR1 and 2 loops are mainly in contact with the helices of MHC and CDR3 loops are
mainly in contact with the peptide.(Figure4)
The roles of Vβ chain
In the JM22−MP (58−66) −HLA-A2 complex, the contacts made to the peptide surface by the TCR are
disproportionately skewed in favor of the Vβ chain (167 Å2 or 70% of solvent-accessible surface area
buried) rather than the Vα chain (76 Å2 or 30%) (Figure 5).
The roles of Vβ CDR3
The MP −HLA-A2 complex poses a particularly challenging target for productive TCR binding as it
presents a relatively featureless peptide. The only the side chain of peptide residue 8, threonine, is
substantially exposed. The intriguing question asked is what makes a flat and featureless “vanilla” flu
peptide immunodominant. The highly selected amino acid sequence of R98 and S99 was identified in
the CDR3β loop of the JM22 TCR as playing an essential role in peptide recognition. Particularly, the
conserved Arg98β side chain on the loop docks into a notch formed between the peptide and the HLAA2 α 2 helix (Figure 6). The R98β side chain forms a dense network of five hydrogen bonds (Figure 7);
these interactions involve the side chain OE of the glutamine residue at position 155 in the HLA-A2
heavy chain (Q155-A2), the main chain carbonyl group of A151-A2 and a highly ordered water
molecule. This water molecule makes another three hydrogen bonds: two to the side chain hydroxyl
and main chain carbonyl groups of S99β , and one to the main chain carbonyl of the valine residue at
2

P6 in the peptide. The side chain of S99β also forms a hydrogen bond directly with the P6 carbonyl, as
well as with Q52-Vβ, completing a dense network of hydrogen bonds that interlink the Vβ CDR3 loop,
the HLA-A2 2 helix and the peptide. A comparison of the TCR-bound MP(58−66)−HLA-A2
structure with the unbounded MP(58−66)−HLA-A2 crystal structure (at 2.5 Å resolution and at 1.6 Å
resolution; G.S.-J. and E.Y.J, unpublished data) shows that the side chain of Q155-A2 has shifted
position by 2.4 Å. The reorientation of the Q155-A2 side chain opens the notch that Arg98β docks
with optimal hydrogen bonding and good shape complementarity.
The roles of Vβ CDR1 and CDR2
There are four direct TCR-peptide hydrogen bonds, which are mediated by side chains of residues in
the Vβ domain: three from CDR1 and CDR2 (residues D32β and Q52β ) and one from CDR3 (S99β).
Three additional water-mediated hydrogen bonds connect the TCR to the peptide. The only exposed
peptide residue side chain P8 lies at the edge of the TCR-binding footprint and is the target of
interactions mediated by Vβ CDR1 (Figure 8 and Figure 9). The side chain of D32β in the CDR1 loop
forms both a direct hydrogen bond to the P8 side chain and an indirect interaction with the P8 main
chain nitrogen.
The roles of Vα chain interactions
Although the JM22 Vα chain makes no direct hydrogen bonds with MP −HLA-A, the Vα CDR1 loop
is still involved in the network of interactions formed by the Vβ CDR3 loop . The side chains of CDR1
residues S31α and S32α both form hydrogen bonds with a water molecule, which is also hydrogenbonded to the side chain of R98β. A second water molecule forms hydrogen bonds with the side chain
polar groups of S32α and Q34α, as well as the main chain carbonyl group of S100β (Figure 10). Thus,
the Vα CDR1 loop seems to contribute to the stability of the JM22−MP −HLA-A2 complex though
interactions with the Vβ CDR3 loop mediated by S31α, S32α and Q34α. This SSXQ sequence motif is
unique to the human Vα10.2 chain.
Conclusion
As a well-characterized immunodominant response, emerging over multiple rounds of infection and
clonal selection, the binding of the Vβ 17 clonotype (exemplified by JM22) to HLA-A2-flu is a highly
selected interaction and a good model for human T cell immunodominance. TheJM22 structure
contains the RSSY motif, and the complex reveals that the highly conserved arginine at position 98 and
serine at position 99 dock into a notch formed between the HLA-A2 and the peptide. Additionally, the
Q52 and D32 side chains in CDR2β and CDR1β hydrogen bond to the peptide, and the combination
of these two residues is unique to the Vβ 17 sequence. More, the Vα CDR1 loop also contribute to the
stability of the JM22−MP(58−66)−HLA-A2 complex though interactions with the Vβ CDR3 loop
mediated by SSXQ sequence motif.
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Pyruvate Dehydrogenase Complex:
Pyruvate Dehydrogenase E1
Pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (PDH complex)
catalyzes a process called pyruvate decarboxylation,
which links the end product of glycolysis (pyruvate) to the
starting compound (acetyl-CoA) of citric acid cycle in the
metabolic pathway. Pyruvate decarboxylation is
responsible for feeding acetyl-CoA into citric acid cycle
and eventually leading to production of high energy ATP
from electron transport chain.

Fig. 1) Overview of Metabolic
Pathway:
Note PDH complex converts
pyruvate to Acetyl-CoA and gives out
a CO2 molecule.

PDH complex is found in mitochondrial matrix of
eukaryotic cells and cytosol of prokaryotic cells. The
complex contains three enzymes: pyruvate
dehydrogenase (E1), dihydrolipoyl transacetylase (E2),
and dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase (E3). Five cofactors
are required for carrying out pyruvate decarboxylation:
thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP), coenzyme A, lipoic acid
(lipoate), nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) and
flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD).

Overall Reaction of PDH Complex

Fig. 2) Schematics of PDH Complex Reactions

PDH complex carries out five consecutive reactions to convert pyruvate to acetyl-CoA
and carbon dioxide. First, C-1 of pyruvate is released as CO2 and C-2 is attached to TPP.
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Then, the hydorxyethyl group is oxidized to carboxylic acid in the second step. At the
same time, the two electrons from the reaction reduce the -S-S- of the E2 lipoyl group to
two thiol (-SH) groups. Step three is a transesterification reaction, in which -SH group of
CoA replaces the -SH of E2 to produce acetyl-CoA and reduces the dithiol of the lipoyl
group. The role of E3 is to transfer two hydrogen atoms from the lipoyl groups to FAD
group of E3. The FADH2 of E3 transfers a hydride ion to NAD+, forming NADH. The first
step by E1 is slow and rate-limiting step of the overall reaction.
Pyruvate decarboxylation demonstrates a good example of substrate channeling,
which is when the metabolic product of one enzyme is passed directly to another enzyme
without being released into solution. Since the intermediates never diffused away or
leaves the complex, the local concentration of the substrates of E2 is kept very high. This
can also prevent other enzymes from reacting with the acetyl group.
Overall Architecture of Pyruvate Dehydrogenase Complex

E1
E2

E3

Fig. 3) Fully Assembled PDH Complex Model: E1 units are in yellow, E2 units are in green, E3 units are in
red, and blue (or *) is the lipoate linker of E2.

Each PDH complex contains multiple copies of each enzyme. In mammals, the
complex is about 50 nm in diameter, which is at least five times larger than ribosome.
Using image reconstruction of cryo electron microscopy (cryo EM), Zhou et. al. (2001)
suggested the bovine kidney pyruvate dehydrogenase complex is consisted of 22 units of
E1, 60 units of E2 and 6 units of E3. Figure 4 shows a cryo EM image of bovine PDH
complex used in 3D reconstruction. By combining cryo EM 3D reconstruction and x-ray
structures (shown in figure 5), a model of PDH complex is proposed as shown in figure 3.
The pentagonal dodecahedron core of 25 nm is formed by trimers of 60 E2 units. The
lipoyl domain of E2 points outward toward the active sites of E1 unit. In addition, E3 units
are located between the E2 units in the core, allowing contact of the swinging lipoyl group.
The flexible lipoyl group attached to Lys of E2 essentially move around the active site of E1,
E2, and E3.
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Fig. 4) CryoEM Image of Bovine PDH
Complex: The sample is frozen and hydrated.
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Fig. 5) The 3D Reconstruction of PDH Complex
Using X-Ray Structures: The E1 active sites are about
95 Ǻ above the E2 catalytic site. The E1 trimers are
about six times the size of E2 trimers.

Structure of E1 by X-Ray Crystallography

Fig. 6) Structure of Human PDH Complex in Cartoon Representation: The PP domain and PYR domain
form one active site of the enzyme.

Fig. 7) Structure of Human PDH Complex in Surface
Representation: The highlighted alpha helices are the
contact interface between α and β subunits.

Fig. 8) The Helical Interaction at the
Interdomain Interface of α and β subunits: The
spheres mark the location of hydrophobic
interactions.
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The E1 enzyme is a TPP-dependent α2β2 heterotetramer with two catalytic sites, which
are distinct in reaction steps at any given moment. The α and β subunits are closely
packed. Their interdomain contacts are characteristic of GФXXG motif, where phi (Ф) is a
hydrophobic amino acid and X is any amino acid. The side chains of the two helices from
α and β subunits are involved in hydrophobic interaction, which is represented using a
sphere in figure 8. The two α subunits have PP and PP' domain, which binds TTP (black,
figure 7) and Mg+2 (blue, figure 7) ion. The PYR and PYR' domains of the two β subunits
are involved in binding the aminopyrimidine ring of TPP. Each PYR domain contains one
K+ ion (pink, figure 7), which has role in stabilizing the protein. Alpha-helices have helical
moment that is positively charged near the N-terminal end and negatively charged near the
C-terminal end. When having opposite charged amino acids at each end, the helical
structure can be stabilized. By electrostatic interaction with 160 Ala, 163 Asp, 165 Asn
and 112 Lle, K+ ion stabilizes the negative end of the helix in the PYR domain. Figure 9
shows the K+ ion coordinate is filled by the four interactions with the surrounding amino
acid. Note the location of the K+ is adjacent to a helix of the α subunit as shown in figure 9.
Finally, the C and C’ domain of the β subunits are proposed to bind the adjacent E2
enzyme.

Fig. 9) The K+ Ion Binding Site in PYR Domain: The
binding of K+ ion stabilizes the negatively charged helical
end (yellow helix).

The Catalytic Steps in the E1 Active Sites

Fig. 10) Representation of Fig. 9 Using VMD:
K+ ion is shown in brown.
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Fig. 11) The Active Site of E1 Formed by PP Domain and PYR Domain: The Mg+ ion is shown in purple and
TPP is the molecule in the center of the image. Various interactions with amino acids and water are shown
as green lines.

The two active sites of E1 are located on the interface between the PP and PYR
domains. Multiple water molecules participate in hydrogen bonding with TPP and Mg+.
The Val 138 of PP domain and Phe 85 of PYR domain lock the TPP ring system in a
particular shape, and other amino acids such as Met 200 and Met 81 restrict the access of
the cofactor binding site. The TPP molecule shown in figure 12 is not planar and thus is a
better representation. The TPP-ring-locking amino acids such as Val 138 (in the
background), Phe 85 (large transparent ring in the image) and Gly 136 (which form
hydrogen bonds) are shown in figure 13.

Fig. 12) Representation of Active Site Using VMD:
Each subunit is in a different color. Blue and Orange are
α’ and β’ subunits, which are not participated in forming
current active site.

Fig. 13) Representation of Ring Locking
Using VMD: Transparent molecules are
surrounding amino acids.
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Fig. 14) Four Reaction Steps of E1: the schematic diagram demonstrates the unsynchronized catalytic
steps in the two active sites.

There are four reaction steps catalyze by each of the two active sites in E1. The Step
1 involves activation of TPP, which leads to formation of negatively charged carbanion on
the thiazolium ring. Then the approaching pyruvate substrate binds to the carbanion
forming a tetrahedral intermediate called 4-imino-2-(2-hydroxyprpionyl) thiamin
pyrophosphate (LTPP). In Step 3, a carbon (C-1) of the pyruvate leaves as a carbon
dioxide molecules, thus completing the pyruvate decarboxylation and forming
2-(1-hydroxyethyl) thiamin pyrophosphate (HETPP). Finally, acetylation fo lipoamide-E2
(-S-S-) to S-acetyldihydrolipoamide-E2 (-SH). A transition adduct TATPP is shown in Step
4. While TATPP returns to TPP form, the acetyl group is passed on to E2 and then E3for
further reactions described earlier.
Three residues are especially important in the reaction: Glu 59(violet, figure 14), Gly
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136 (orange, figure 14) and Val 138 (blue, figure 14). They form hydrogen bonds with the
TPP. The two pairs of helices, 140-155 from PP domain and 59-72 from PYR domain, are
also required for catalytic action of E1. At Step 4, there is a shuttle-like motion of one
heterodimer with respect to the other one that remains stationary. The motion leads to
opening of one catalytic site, ensuring the independence of the two catalytic cycles. In
figure 15, the three amino acids are circled and labeled.

Val 138

Glu 59

Gly 136
Fig. 15) Representation of Three Crucial Amino Acids Using VMD: Gly 136 and Val 138 are both under
the TPP molecule in this view.

Medical and Scientific Significance

http://www.health-res.com/EX/07-27-19/
beriberi.jpg

Fig. 16) Symptoms of Thiamine Deficiency or
beriberi disease

Mutations in the PDH complex subunits
can lead to symptom similar with dietary
thiamine deficiency. Thiamine is the
essential vitamin required for production of
TPP. Therefore, without TPP, E1 enzyme
cannot catalyze break down of pyruvate to an
acetyl group and a carbon dioxide molecules,
thus the pyruvate decarboxylation is blocked.
Due to the lack of thiamine, individuals have
malfunctioned E1 and cannot oxidize
pyruvate. Both the brain and heart are most
sensitive to thiamine deficiency due to their
high demand of energy from oxidative
metabolism. For example, beriberi disease is
resulted from dietary thiamine deficiency and
is characterized by loss of neural and
cardiovascular function. Individuals
consuming mainly white (polished) rice, which
lacks the thiamine-containing hulls, or large
amount of alcohol are susceptible to thiamine
deficiency.
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Final Presentation is done on: Crystal Structure of an RNA polymerase II-TFIIB complex
(3K7A), Discovered by: Liu, X., Bushnell, D.A., Wang, D., Calero, G., Kornberg, R.D.
The structure and function of RNA (Ribonuclic acid) polymerase (Pol) has been studied
since its discovery in 1960 by Sam Weiss and Jerard Hurwitz[1]. RNA pol is responsible for the
synthesis of RNA, essential for protein synthesis, from DNA. The most studied RNA polymerase
is Pol II, found in the eukaryotic cell. RNA Polymerase II (RNAP II) is a huge factory with many
moving parts. It is made from multiple different proteins. It is necessary for RNAP II to be
extremely accurate, this is done using general transcription factors (GTF). Successful RNA
transcription is greatly dependant on the correct initiation of transcription. TFIIB is one of six
transcription factors that make up the GTF’s and are responsible and forming the pre-initiation
complex (PIC).
As a complete PIC, the proteins that build up RNAP II make an extremely accurate factory
that surrounds a strand of helical DNA, unwinds it, and builds an RNA strand based on the
information on the DNA template strand. Having successful transcription, synthesis, of RNA
from the template strand, is greatly dependant on specific and accurate initiation. RNAP II’s
accuracy comes from general transcription factors (GTF). GTF are proteins that are essential for
accurate initiation by Pol II; bind the core promoter to generate a transcription pre-initiation
complex (PIC). There are six GTF, TFIIA, TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIE, TFIIF, and TFIIH.
Each GTF plays a specific roll and must first bind in order for Pol II to bind. They bind in a
specific order. TFIID has the TATA box protein (TBP); the TATA box sits on the core promoter
around -20. The TBP on TFIID binds to the TATA box and beings building the PIC. The last
GTF to come in is TFIIB, which brings in Pol II with it. Once the PIC is created, then
transcription can actually initiate [2].
In this paper they were able to crystallize RNAP II with very good resolution. However they
did not crystallize RNAP II alone, they also crystallized it interacting with TFIIB. TFIIB is one
of the general transcription factors. TFIIB is one of these general transcription factors that are
absolutely needed in transcription [3]. TFIIB has recently been correlated with abortive regulation
at about 20-50 nucleotides downstream of the start site. After the first bond is made in
transcription, the RNAP must move away from the promoter. When this is happening there is a
inclination to discharge the RNA transcript and construct truncated transcripts, this is abortive
initiation. This is common for both eukaryotes and prokaryotes [4]. Abortive initiation keeps
happening until the other GTF move and break, resulting in the transcription elongation complex
The GTF let go of the DNA and Pol II before 80 nucleotides of mRNA are made [5]. When the
transcript is about 23 nucleotides long, it can’t slip because elongation becomes extremely
favorable and elongation can occur. This as well as the rest of transcription, is fully energy
dependent using only adenosine triphosphate (ATP). TFIIB was also known to block the RNA
exit channel in Pol II. Even though was never seen with high resolution, it was known that TFIIB

sits and blocks this channel and must be ejected for elongation to occur. This ejection of TFIIB
occurs when the first bond of the separated DNA is reconnected [6].
Older crystallized Pol II TFIIB complexes showed that TFIIB was comprised of a zinc ribbon
region on the N – terminus which is connected to a beta finger region connected to a linker on
the C- terminus. It was also observed that the Zn ribbon domain goes into RNAP II down to the
active site. This Zn ribbon domain is what was thought to be blocking the RNA exit channel. The
C – terminus is seen on the surface of RNAP. Direct interactions with the atoms where not seen
by this crystallized complex. This newly crystallized structure shines light on the detailed
interactions of TFIIB and Pol II along with the discovery of interactions that were never known
[6]
.
In the paper presented, the researchers created a ribbon model of TFIIB as it is found in the
complex it forms with Pol II as seen in Figure 1.
FIGURE 1:

Figure 1 is depicted exactly as how it sits inside of PolII. A peak in the anomalous difference
Fourier (magenta) shows the position of the zinc ion (cyan sphere) in the B-ribbon. This is what
interacts with the active site and blacks the exit channel. The view of TFIIB here is from the side.

FIGURE 2:

In figure 2, the Pol II–TFIIB complex is fully depicted. Put into a ribbon model for more ease
when viewing and analyzing the structure, Pol II is shown in silver and TFIIB is shown in multicolors. The domains of Pol II that have interactions with TFIIB are highlighted and shown. The
following is a color code key: dock region is a wheat color, the wall is shown in blue, the flap
loop is shown in light blue, the clamp with coiled coil is shown in red, the rudder is a pink color,
and the lid is shown in a dark red. From this crystallized structure it was seen that in order to
initiate gene transcription, RNAPII is in need of TFIIB. In figure 2, the researchers show the
crystal structure of the RNAPol II–TFIIB complex at 4.3Å resolution. Because of this high
resolution, the mechanism behind the building of the PIC is better understood. From preinitiation, to initiation, and finally to elongation, the role of TFIIB can actually physically be
seen. The promoter DNA is seen positioned inside of the Pol II at the active centre cleft. In the
active centre cleft, TFIIB is seen binding to the wall at the end of the cleft region [6].
The next step is having the DNA open. This resolution helped show that TFIIB was also
involved in interactions with opening up DNA to separate the template and non-template strands.
TFIIB binds PolII’s rudder and the clap’s coiled coil, found at the border of the cleft region. The
template strand of DNA, once uncoiled, moves into this cleft and scanning is initiated. It starts to
scan for the transcription start site. Again this crystallized structure showed that TFIIB also plays
a role in this. TFIIB has a reader region that helps Pol II bind with the promoter region of the
template strand near the active site. Once this is done, RNA can start to be synthesized. The
newly made RNA chain needs a place to go at this point. Upstream, once RNA is built from the
template strand, the DNA must continue to unwind so it can be read. DNA template strand bases

that have been read begin to rewind with the non-template strand. When one pair of read DNA
template strand rewinds with non-template strand, the TFIIB DNA reader becomes displaced
along with the TFIIB linker. Once this is done, TFIIB as a whole gets ejected because it does not
have enough strength to hold on. The ejection of TFIIB allows for RNA to have a place to go,
the RNA exit channel is no longer occupied by TFIIB and newly synthesized RNA is released.
The transcription initiation is now complete and elongation has begun, followed by the ejection
of the other GTF to allow the free movement of RNAPII along the DNA [6].
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Molecule of the Month: Peptide Nucleic Acid DNA Triplex.
Pamela Perez

1 Introduction
Peptide Nucleic Acids (PNAs) have long been considered as potential antisense or antigene therapeutic
agents. Such molecules act by binding to RNA to prevent translation or by binding to DNA to prevent
transcription. They may also be used for sequence identification.

2 What is PNA?
A PNA is a DNA or RNA analogue, a nucleic acid chain where the sugar phosphate backbone is replaced
by a protein like backbone composed of repeating N-(2-aminoethyl)-glycine units linked by peptide
bonds. Figure 1The PNA strand can bind to a complimentary DNA or RNA strand forming Watson-Crick
(W-C) pairs forming a duplex. The pairing between PNA/DNA is tighter and more stable than that of the
corresponding DNA/DNA duplex, probably due to the neutral PNA backbone resulting in a lack of charge
repulsion between the PNA and DNA. A duplex can also be formed between two PNA strands. A triplex
structure can also be formed by inserting a PNA strand into the major groove of a DNA double helix. The
PNA nucleic acids are connected to
the DNA via Hoogsteen pairs. That
is, the atoms on the DNA bases that
are not involved in the W-C pairs
are available as hydrogen bond
donors to the bases on the third
PNA strand. Yet another triplex
conformation can be formed by two
PNA strands and a single strand of
DNA. In this case the first PNA
strand forms a duplex with the DNA
via W-C pairs and the other PNA
completes the triplex by binding in
Hoogsteen pairs to the DNA. The
PDB structure 1PNN is such a
complex.
Figure 1 PNA vs. DNA
.

Structure 1PNN consists of two identical pairs of chains. Figure 2 describes the sequence of the first pair
of chains. Chain A is a palindromic PNA with two polypyrimidine sets of bases linked by a six amino acid

tether. This tether is formed from all L-conformation amino acids which allow the strand to bend into a
bis hairpin structure. In this way the single PNA strand behaves as two strands and combines with Chain
triplex. The first part of Chain A forms WB, a nine pair polypurine DNA strand, to form the
C pair with the DNA chain and the second part of Chain A forms Hoogsteen pairs. It is interesting to
note that other studies of this linked form of PNA have shown a higher affinity for single stranded DNA
and an increased rate of invasion of double stranded DNA than that of single stranded PNA. This two
chain conformation is repeated for chains C and D which is connected to the first two chains in the
reverse direction.
PNA

CTCTTCTTCHIS-GLY-SER-SER-GLY-HIS-CTTCTTCTC

DNA

GAAGAAGAG

PNA

C T C T T C T T C HIS
| | | | | | | |
GLY
G A G A A G A A G
SER
: : : : : : : : :
SER
: : : : : : : : :
GLY
C T C T T C T T C HIS

DNA
PNA

Figure 2 1PNN Sequence data, | - W-C Pairs, : - Hoogsteen Pairs

Figure 3 A is a view of the structure where the yellow strand is DNA, the cyan is the W-C paired strand,

Figure 3 A - Structure of the PNA-DNA Triplex. B - Comparison of B-, P- and A-form helices

the magenta is the Hoogsteen paired strand and the linker amino acids are in white. All of the bases on
the W-C strand of the PNA pair with the DNA. However, only eight of the nine bases on each of the
Hoogsteen part of the strand pair to the DNA. The first base, a cytosine, after the linker amino acid is
flipped out away from the DNA.

3 Structural Parameters
3.1 Helical structure
When analyzing the structural characteristics of this molecule it is evident that the helical
structure is quite different from other commonly defined helix types and is thus given the new
classification of P-form DNA. The P-form of the helix has a larger central opening than either Aform or B-form DNA ( Figure 3B). In the figure the Hoogsteen strand of the PNA is represented in
magenta. The larger opening is the result of the greater displacement between the phosphates
and that the PNA binds more tightly to the DNA. Although, the base pattern of stacking of the
W-C base pairs does closely resemble that of the A-form DNA.
Another characteristic of the structure is the interactions between the backbones. The DNA and
Hoogsteen backbones are in close proximity with an average distance of 2.85 Å and there are
extensive van der Waals interactions between the two strands. On the other hand the W-C strand
backbone and the DNA strand backbone have no contact.
The torsion angles for this helical structure are also significantly different than classical forms.
The torsion angles for the PNA backbone are labeled in relative sequence to a DNA backbone.
Table 1 Torsion Angle and Base Parameter shows the torsion angles for this structure and typical
A-form and B-form DNA. The position where the base attaches to the PNA backbone consists of
three angles instead of the two ξ and χ and are labeled X1, X2 and X3. Notice that angle α is much
bigger in PNA and angle β is much smaller than in DNA.

Molecule
DNA in Triplex
A-DNA
B-DNA
PNA in WC
PNA in H

α

Torsion Angles(Degrees)
β
γ
δ
ε
ξ
-70
173
61
77
-161
-50
172
41
79
-146
-46
-147
36 157
155
-103
73
70
93
165
-108
69
69
87
175

χ
-69
-78
-96

Helical Parameters

A-DNA
B-DNA
DNA in Triplex

Twist
Degrees
32.7
36.0
22.9

Rise
Å
2.6
3.4
3.4

Table 1 Torsion Angle and Base Parameter

Bases
Base Displacement per
Tilt Å
Å
turn
20
4.5
11
-5.9
-0.1
10
5.1
6.8
16

X1

X2

X3

-167
-157
-98
1
1

-170
-175

89
102

3.2 Base Pair Parameter
Figure 4 shows an exemplary base triplet. The W-C CG pair is in the lower part of the figure and
the Hoogsteen GC pair is on the right side of the figure to form a CG-C triplet. The Hoogsteen
pair bonds have a wider angle than the W-C bonds and are thus weaker. The three bases virtually
lie on the same plane which is more constant with the B-form helix. In fact the base steps are all
nearly parallel ( Figure 3A)to form the familiar ladder like formation as in B-form DNA. Although
unlike A-form or B-form there many more bases per turn (Error! Reference source not found.).

Figure 4 A single base triplet

3.3 PNA2-DNA Triplex Characteristics
The PNA-DNA complex is more stable than a DNA-DNA complex with a greater Tm (Temperature at which
50% of the double stranded DNA is denatured.) This is like a result of the tighter bond and as
mentioned, the neutral backbone avoiding charge repulsion forces. The neutrality may also aid in cell
penetration which is a benefit for therapeutic applications. The PNA backbone is achiral, unlike DNA
which contributes to the ability of the tether strand to fold and form the triple helix. Additionally, the
PNA is a nucleic acid chain which makes it highly sequence specific making it very effective as a
sequence identifying molecule. One restriction to be noted is that most of the PNAs that have been
developed thus far that are successful in forming a triple helix are polypyrimidine to polypurine DNA.

4 Conclusion
The PNA2-DNA triplex demonstrates a unique helical formation, P-Form. This construct supplements the
collection of nucleotide building blocks for developing molecules to advance the understanding genetic
processes as well as design therapeutic agents.
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Cancer Drug At Work -- Rituximab Interaction With CD20
The story of Rituximab interaction with CD20 is a textbook antibody/antigen case study. In a
reversal of the usual role of B-cells and antibodies, Genentech produces the antibody Rituximab
to attack B-cells as antigens.
B-cells and Lymphomas
B-cells produce antibodies that attack antigens through recognition of surface epitopes, specific
areas of interaction on antigen surfaces. Lymphomas are cancers of B and T cells that tend to
form tumors in lymph nodes. In the U.S., there are about 75,000 new cases of lymphomas per
year, the most common type being non-Hodgkin's lymphomas (NHL).
CD20
CD20, the antigen in our story, is expressed on the surface of B-cells at certain points in their
development. It is a tetraspan membrane protein with a large extracellular loop. The function
of CD20 is not fully understood, but it is believed to play a role in cell cycle regulation and
differentiation processes and possibly a calcium channel.
CD20 is a great target for therapeutics. It is:




Expressed on the surface of 90+% of NHL B-cells -- active where we want to attack,
B-cell specific, so that other cells are not "civilian casualties" in our attempt to kill B-cells
Not expressed by B-cells when they are stem cells or plasma cells. The survival of B-cell
stem cells allows patients to replenish B-cells after treatment has stopped. Plasma cells
produce antibodies for antigens our body has seen in the past and act as the permanent
archive of our prior antigen encounters.

Rituximab
Rituximab is a genetically engineered chimeric mouse-human monoclonal antibody used to
treat lymphomas and some autoimmune diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis. Antibodies of
this type are designed by injecting an offending protein such
as CD20 into mice so that their immune systems produce
antibodies. A single antibody producing cell (monoclonal) is
selected and its complementary DNA determined. The mouse
antibody producing DNA is combined with human antibody
DNA so as to have a final product that is human in the
constant regions while using the antigen-specific mouse
variable regions. This DNA implementation minimizes the

non-human fraction of the protein that may lead to an immune attack by the patient.
Rituximab binds specifically to CD20, causing the patient immune system to lyse the CD20expressing B-cell.
Rituximab was developed by IDEC, leading to FDA approval in 1997. To date, it has been
administered to 1.5 million patients worldwide. In the U. S., annual sales exceed $2.5 billon.
Exploring the Structure (PDB entry 2OSL)
Du et al. (2007) identified the molecular mechanisms for specific recognition of CD20 by
Rituximab. They co-crystallized Fabs from Rituximab (the upper segment of the iconic antibody
Y) with a synthetic 25 amino acid peptide which matched the extracellular residues of CD20
believed to be the epitope recognized by Rituximab.
The crystal structure is typical of antibody/epitope encounters,
with interaction between four protruding residues of the epitope
and complementary determining loops of the variable region of
the antibody. The authors were able to identify eight hydrogen
bonds and ninety seven van der Waals contacts between the
epitope and the loops.
The epitope's helical elements, a
disulfide bond, and internal
hydrogen bonds hold the
peptide in a relatively rigid
position with interacting
residues A170 to S173 exposed.
The
authors'
findings
are
consistent
with prior
work
which had
isolated two of the four protruding residues
as essential to CD20 recognition based on
residue replacement studies.
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Cytochrome b6f complex and its redox reactions:
The cytochrome b6f complex is a significant protein within the photosynthesis pathway (see
figure 1). It is one of the major contributors to the proton gradient via cyclic electron flow and contains a
few chromophores that could be used for photosynthesis. The protein has a very complex, yet
interesting structure. Its structure gives great insight into how the protein functions and how it plays a
key role within the photosynthesis pathway.
Cytochrome b6f is composed of 8 polypeptides, where each of which make up each helix and
only one make up the beta‐sheets. The protein is dimer weighing about 217kDa. Each subunit contains
13 transmembrane helices and a total of 26 helices within the dimer. Buried within the transmembrane
helical bundle are multiple molecules used for the redox reactions and 2 chromophores. The two main
types of redox molecules are heme groups, rieske 2Fe‐2S complex, and plastoquinone. The two
chromophores it contains are chlorophyll a and beta‐carotene (See figure 2 for structure). The protein’s
helices are buried within the stroma cell membrane. With this type of setup, the protein contains a type
of polarity. The side where the beta sheets are is called the lumen or P‐side and the region where the tip
of each helix is called the stroma or N‐side. Electrons enter the protein complex at the stroma side and
leave at the lumen side. There is a small protein called plastocyanin (PC), which is located towards the
tip of the protein (near the beta‐sheets). PC then transfers the electrons from cytochrome b6f complex
to photosystem I (see figure 3). How is electron transfer done within the protein? Well, the protein
redox molecules are arranged in such a way that allows for efficient electron transfer. See figure 4 for
molecular placement. The electrons transfer from heme Cn to Bn. This is the first electron transfer
within the protein. This region is a very interesting region to study for inhibitors and understanding how
these molecules interact. If you look closely, you can see that both Heme Bn and Cn share a water
molecule and they are very close within space. Why are these two hemes located so close to each
other? Why are these two hemes coordinate with a water molecule. How close are the two hemes and
what are their angles with respect to each other? By answering these questions, we can understand
more about electron transfer and relationship between molecules. Also by understanding this
interaction, maybe new types of molecular circuits can be made and molecular motors. Basically by
understanding the arrangement of these molecules, it will have a huge impact within the physical
chemistry field. The heme Bn and Cn are not that well understood with respect to their relationship to
each other. It is still under controversy if the two hemes should be considered a single molecule because
of their close proximity. The above questions are currently not answered. Once the electrons leave
heme Bn, they enter heme Bp and then onto the rieske complex. From the rieske complex, they enter
another heme and eventually end at the PC protein for transfer to the photosystem I. As you can see,
this protein is very interesting from a structural view point. By understanding how each redox molecule
works together, you can add that knowledge to make novel molecular machines that have efficient
electron transfer. But from my view point, my interests lies within the protein structure and how the
protein is assembled. This protein has another major important function, besides transferring electrons

from photosystem II to I. Cytochrome b6f complex also does another redox reaction called the Q‐cycle
(or plastoquinone cycle). The reason why this cycle is important is because it helps transfer protons from
one side of the cell membrane to the other via plastoquinone reduction/oxidation cycle. This is very
important because this builds up a proton motive force, which is needed for ATP synthesis. The Q‐cycle
uses a very important pair of molecules called heme Bn and Cn (see figure 5). The cycle is very
interesting to study because it uses a free radical mechanism. The pathway of the Q‐cycle goes as such:
Electrons from cyclic electron flow and protons from the stroma space are collected and transferred to
heme Cn. Heme Cn is used to reduce PQ to PQH2. PQH2 then drops off its electrons off at the rieske
complex and its protons are dropped off into the lumen space. The dropping off of protons is what
creates the proton motive force. The plant cell will use cyclic electron from photosystem I to the
cytochrome b6f complex to produce a proton motive force and then use that to synthesize ATP. Once
the PQH2 is completely oxidized, it interacts with heme Bn and then the cycle repeats. Now there
something interesting within the orientation of the redox molecules within figure 4, which is the
proximity and types of molecules that are located there. You can see both heme Bn and Cn located very
close to each other. Then if you look closely, there is a molecule of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) under
heme Bn. Why would there be a molecule of H2O2? Then you can see the quinine molecule located very
close to Heme Cn, which makes sense with the model because PQ is reduced at that position. Now if you
look at figure 5, it contains the oxidation pathway of PQH2PQ. What happens is that PQH2 does not
drop everything off at once, it lets the protons and electrons off within and intermediate pattern. Why
would it do this? The reason why the oxidation pathway would occur in this manner is because the
mechanism of oxidation is a free radical mechanism. So the mechanism is now as such:
PQH2PQH(‐)PQHPQ(‐)PQ, where each (‐) negative sign represents a single electron. By
dropping off each proton and electron off at different times, it prevents an “over‐flowing” of the system
or you are not feeding the system too much at one time. This allows for efficient and rapid transfer of
protons and electrons. Now we again arrive at the question, what is the point of the hydrogen peroxide.
Well, it is used to remove the radical from PQ(‐)PQ. This mechanism replenishes PQ and a single
electron. If you look at the mechanism, there contains a single electron going from PQ(‐) to heme Bp and
then to Heme Bn. Then the electron(s) will feed heme Cn for reducing PQ to PQH2. What are the
structural components? Well, figure 4 shows exactly how the molecules are arranged within space. This
arrangement is significant for electron flow. What about the actual pathway that PQ takes, once it gets
reduced and finally to the oxidized state. Within figure 6, you can see a modified picture of the PQ
pathway, which is similar to figure 5 pathway. If you follow the green arrows within the figure, you will
see that the channel narrows are you get closer to the free radical reaction center. This is where the
rieske complex is located. This is significant because this will prevent other unwanted reactions
occurring or losing of the PQH free radical. If you lose the PQH free radical, it will prevent the making of
the proton motive force. Figure 7 just shows a molecular view of the PQ cavity. This view is where PQ
enters. It is the widest part of the cavity. The last topic that I would like to discuss is how we could
inhibit the protein. By being able to inhibit the protein, you can kill specific weeds that are located
within a yard. Most inhibitors interact with the hemes. Figure 8 shows one type of inhibitor that is
interacting with heme. The inhibitor is TDS and it prevent electron transfer with the Q‐cycle. This will
prevent any kind of proton motive force within the chloroplast and hence no ATP production. So by

knowing the structure of the protein, you can clearly design inhibitors that will turn off one section of
the protein.
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Figure 1: Photosynthesis pathway:

The protein in blue is the cytochrome b6f complex. It contains one of the redox reactions called the
plastoquinone cycle (Q‐cycle) and contains many molecules used for electron movement.

Figure 2: Structure of cytochrome b6f complex and its associating molecules:

Within the transmembrane helical bundle, you can see multiple molecules decorating the inside of the
helical bundle. The riekse complex is located above the transmembrane helices, within the beta‐sheets.
There is also a single heme group within the beta‐sheet region. This is the last electron acceptor/donor
within the electron pathway for the protein. Each color represents a different polypeptide.

Figure 3: Another image of cytochrome b6f with a clear view of redox molecules in relation to protein.

The figure shows how the redox molecules are arranged in space. They are arranged in such a way that
allows for efficient electron transfer from one molecule to the next.
Figure 4: Close up view of the redox molecules and their relation to each other.

As you can see within the figure above, each redox molecule is arranged properly such that allows for
efficient electron transfer. There is a water molecule that coordinates with heme Cn and one of the
oxygen molecules on heme Bn. This either allows for proper orientation of heme Cn, stabilizes heme, or
the water could be used.

Figure 5: The Q‐cycle and its major contributing molecules:

As seen within the above figure, electrons from photosystem I’s ferrodoxin molecule (Fd) (also called
cyclic electron flow), and protons from the stroma side of the membrane feed the Q‐cycle. Heme Bn and
Cn collect both the electrons and protons and reduce PQ (plastoquinone) to PQH2. PQH2 then drops off
its electrons and protons off at the lumen side of the membrane, when a rieske complex collects the
electrons and the protons go into the lumen space. This is where PQH2 is oxidized and goes back again
to complete the cycle. The mechanism is goes through is a free radical mechanism, where the oxidation
of PQH2PQHPQ feeds an electron to each electron carrier. This free radical mechanism breaks
down the H2O2.
Figure 6: PQ cavty and pathway.

By following the green arrows, you can see the path that PQ takes within its cycle. Note that near the
very narrow point of the channel, you can see that it can only fit PQH2, not any other molecule. This is
significant to keep reactions from other molecules from occurring.

Firgure 7: A molecular view of the PQ cavity:

This figure shows the molecular view of the cavity channel. This is the widest region of the channel.
Figure 8: Inhibitors of heme Cn:

This figure shows how heme Cn is inhibited by the molecule TDS. It prevents electron transfer within the
cytochrome b6f complex and within the Q‐cycle. This type of inhibitor will kill the proton motive force
and no ATP would be produced.
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Chondroitin ABC Lyase I:
PDB ID 1HN0
Background and Therapeutic Significance (1,2,3)
Chondroitin ABC lyase I (chondroitinase ABCI, cABCI) is a member of a family of glycosamino‐
glycan degrading enzymes, also comprised of chondroitinase ABCII (cABCII), chondroitinase AC
(cAC), and chondroitinase B (cB). Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are linear polysaccharide chains
assembled from repeating disaccharide units of a hexuronic acid linked to a hexose or hexosamine
moiety, and sulphated to varying extents. Functionally, these sugars are a major carbohydrate
component of the extracellular matrix (ECM), and can also function as modulators in development,
proliferation, signaling, and inflammation. GAGs are divided into four classes: chondroitin sulfate
and dermatan sulfate, heparin and heparin sulfate, hyaluronic acid, and keratan sulfate.
With the exception of hyaluronic acid, GAGs are synthesized in the Golgi as components of
proteoglycans, and are covalently linked to the core protein via an O‐glycosidic bond to a serine
residue (Fig. 1). Once synthesized, proteoglycans are either secreted from the cell or incorporated
into the cell membrane. The chondroitinase family of enzymes target chondroitin sulfate
proteoglycans (CSPGs), but differ in their individual substrate specificity for the GAG chains
presented by CSPGs: chondroitin 6‐sulfate proteoglycan (C6S), chondroitin 4‐sulfate proteoglycan
(C4S), and dermatan sulfate (DS). These particular GAG chains are comprised of units of D‐
galactosamine linked to either glucuronic acid, in the cases of C6S and C4S, or iduronic acid, in the
case of DS. Glucuronic acid and iduronic acid are epimers, differing in the orientation of the
carboxyl group on the sugar ring (Fig. 2).
The chondroitinase enzymes degrade GAG chains by breaking the hexosamine‐uronic acid bond
to create an unsaturated sugar ring. This cleavage occurs via a β ‐ elimination mechanism, in which
the C‐5 proton of the uronic acid is abstracted, followed by elimination of the 4‐linked hexosamine
to form an unsaturated C4‐C5 bond on the uronic acid. The native purpose of chondroitinase in
microorganisms is primarily to degrade host connective tissue – soil bacteria use the enzymes to
degrade animal carcasses as a nutrient source, while others use them as a pathological mechanism
to invade host tissue. From a therapeutic standpoint, there is interest in chondroitinase,
particularly cABCI, for aiding in functional recovery in spinal cord injury (SCI). Approximately
450,000 people live with SCI in the US, with roughly 10,000 new cases every year. While there have
been advances in the field of SCI, there is yet no cure, and only in rare cases do those who have
sustained SCI regain full functionality.
Following SCI, a glial scar forms at the lesion site, and is the primary barrier to axonal
regeneration. The glial scar is made up mainly of reactive astrocytes and CSPGs, and forms in
response to SCI in order to restore integrity to the spinal cord‐blood barrier at the lesion site and
prevent inflammation and further damage from extravasion. However, the glial scar creates a
dense and non‐permissive environment for regenerating axons, preventing them from traversing
the injury site to restore synaptic contact (Fig. 3). Administration of cABCI to the injury site can aid
in degrading the CSPG‐GAG chains in order to create a more permissive environment for axon
growth. In vivo studies have shown that cABCI can indeed aid in recovery of locomotive function, as
well as autonomic bladder function.

3D Structure and Active Site Identification (1,2)
Huang et al. (2003) crystallized chondroitinase ABCI from Proteus vulgaris by the hanging drop,
vapor‐diffusion method and determined the structure to a 1.9Å resolution. They found the enzyme
to have three domains, arranged in a linear fashion: an N‐terminal domain, a catalytic domain, and
a C‐terminal domain (Fig. 4). The structure contains the entire polypeptide chain of the mature
protein, containing residues 25‐1021 (residues 1‐24 are the signal peptide). It contains a total of
7759 protein atoms, 1666 water molecules, and one sodium ion. The protein as a whole exhibits an
elongated shape, with dimensions 115Å x 70Å x 55Å.
The N‐terminal domain (Fig. 5) has a jellyroll fold which consists of a two‐layered bent β‐sheet
sandwich with a short α‐helix. One β‐sheet forms a concave structure, while the other is convex.
Each β‐sheet contains five anti‐parallel strands, and the loops connecting the β‐strands crossover
between the β‐sheets. There are relatively few molecular contacts in this domain. The topology of
the N‐terminal domain of cABCI is common to CHO‐binding domains of other multi‐domain
enzymes. Comparison to the known structures of these enzymes ‐‐ which include xylanases,
glucanases, and some lectins – reveals superposition of ~120‐130 out of 195 residues, with a RMSD
of ~3Å. This observed similarity suggests that the N‐terminal domain of cABCI may play a role in
binding to the GAG chain.
The catalytic domain of cABCI (Fig. 6) contains 15 α‐helices plus several short helical turns.
Ten of these α‐helices form 5 hairpin turns in an incomplete toroid (a circular shape consisting of
α‐helices), which results in a structure resembling a horseshoe. Two long and two short helices at
the N‐terminus of this domain wrap around the toroid, with one inserted into the center of the
toroid. The fold of the catalytic domain of cABCI is similar to that of the catalytic domain of cAC, but
the two have little sequence homology. Superimposing these two structures (based on overlay of
the C‐terminal β‐sheets of the catalytic domains) reveals a RMSD of 3.4Å for 275 Cα atoms (Fig. 7).
The radius of the cABCI toroid is larger than that of cAC, resulting in a more open groove. The
structure superposition was used to construct an amino acid alignment of the catalytic domains of
cABCI with cAC and two hyaluronidases. This alignment showed conservation of residues
previously determined to be catalytic in cAC and the hyaluronidases. Isolating these residues from
the superimposed structures allows for postulation of the active site residues for cABCI: His501,
Tyr508, Arg560, Glu653 (Fig. 8). The proposed active site residues were later confirmed by
Prabhakar et al. (2005) via site‐directed mutagenesis at these sites to create null mutants, followed
by analysis of enzymatic activity (Fig. 9).
The C‐terminal domain of cABCI is composed of a stack of 4 anti‐parallel β‐sheets, plus one
short α‐helix (Fig. 10). The first two β‐sheets are the most extensive, containing 9 strands each, and
form a large concave surface for docking the tips of the two C‐terminal helices of the catalytic
domain. The sequence of this domain shows ~20% identity with the C‐terminal domains of cAC
and bacterial hyaluronidases. Superposition of any two of the domains gives an overlay with a
RMSD of 2.7‐2.8Å for ~300‐350 Cα atom pairs (Fig. 11).
After determination of the structure and active sites, and comparison with cAC, an interesting
question arises. Though there is extensive conservation of structure and catalytic residues between
the two enzymes, cAC catalyzes a reaction, which abstracts the C‐5 proton of a glucuronic acid,
while cABCI catalyzes this same reaction for both glucuronic acid and its epimer, iduronic acid. The
other known enzyme to abstract the C‐5 proton from iduronic acid followed is cB, which has a
completely different topology and active site. At this time, there is no evidence to suggest an exact
mechanism behind cABCI’s ability to recognize and catalyze a reaction for both epimers. Huang et
al. speculate on this subject, suggesting that perhaps substrate binding triggers a conformational
change in the enzyme, with the catalytic domain “clawing” around the substrate, implying the
ability of the enzyme to conform the final shape of the binding site to a specific substrate. This
remains an area for further investigation.
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Figures

Fig.1.(4) Proteoglycan chain anchored in cell membrane with representative glycosaminoglycan
chains. GlcA (glucuronic acid), GalNAc (galactosamine), Gal (galactose), IdoA (iduronic acid),
GlcNac (glucosamine).
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.2. (a) Chondroitin 6‐sulfate (GlcUA‐GalNAc‐6S), (b) Chondroitin 4‐sulfate (GlcUA‐GalNAc‐4S),
(c) Dermatan sulfate (IdoUA‐GalNAc‐4S)

Fig. 3. (5)

Fig. 4. Chondroitinase ABCI: N‐terminal domain (green), catalytic domain (blue), C‐terminal domain
(yellow). (1)

Fig. 5. N‐terminal domain of chondroitinase ABCI. The two sheets are shown in blue and yellow. (1)

Fig. 6. Catalytic domain of chondroitinase ABCI. The secondary structural elements are colored
individually, and the His501, Tyr508, and Arg560 are shown in full. (1)

Fig. 7. Superposition of the catalytic domains of chondoitinase ABCI (red) and chondroitinase AC
(blue), with catalytic residues shown individually. Note the larger opening in cABCI. Also shown is
a tetrasaccharide bound to cAC (green). (1)

Fig. 8. Overlay of the known active site residues of cAC (blue) with the putative active sites of cABCI
(red). (1)

Fig. 9. Active‐site tetrad of ABCI. (2)

Fig. 10. C‐terminal domain of cABCI, with the 4 β‐sheets shown in blue, green, yellow, and red. (1)

Fig. 11. Superposition of the C‐terminal domains of cABCI (red) and cAC (blue). (1)

Eric Sweet
Biophysical Chemistry
CRMP‐2: A Regulator of Axonal Growth
Collapsin response mediator protein 2 (CRMP‐2) is a homolog to C. elegans
protein UNC‐33. It is a member of a the family of CRMP‐2 plays a major role in
axonal growth cone regulation. CRMP‐2 was first discovered as because of its
response to the molecule collapsin (Goshima et al. 1995). Axonal growth cones
exposed to collapsin will collapse and CRMP‐2 is a necessary molecule in this
pathway. It is also involved in growth cone collapse in response to treatment with
LPA (Arimura et al. 2000). This response is dependant on the phosphorylation of
CRMP‐2 by Rho‐kinase. This role is supported by overexpression studies where WT
CRMP‐2 causes multiple axons to form in cultured CA1 hippocampal cells and
overexpression of dominant negative mutants eliminate axons entirely (Inagaki et
al. 2001).
Functional Data
CRMP‐2s functional role in growth cone regulation is as a microtubule
regulator. It can bind to tubulin heterodimers and encourage microtubule
polymerization to encourage axon growth(Fukata et al. 2002). CRMP‐2 participates
in actin fiber dynamics by playing a role in transporting the Src/WAVE complex to
the growth cone during axon growth (Kawano et al. 2005). It has been linked to
several signaling pathways to regulate this mechanisms and these pathways play an
important role in regulating CRMP‐2 activity. GS3K‐ß and semaphoring signaling
have been shown to alter phosphorylation states of CRMP‐2 (Ni et al. 2009, Goode et
al 2004). Both of these pathways are also altered in Alzheimer’s disease and CRMP‐
2 may play a role in how the disease progresses (Cole et al. 2004, Goode et al. 2004).
Recently it has also been shown that CRMP‐2 is a calmodulin binding protein (Zheng
et al. 2009) and can regulate a subset of voltage gated calcium channels (Chi et al.
2009). The response of CRMP‐2 to both growth factor signaling pathways and
activity regulated pathways makes it a major molecule for regulating the way
microtubules behave in all aspects of behavior in the neuron.
Structural Data
The structure of CRMP‐2 has been solved twice by the Kursula group. Each
of the crystals formed to analyze these structures was made in a different buffer.
One contained calcium (Stenmark et al. 2007) while the other contained magnesium
(Majava et al. 2008). Both of these attempts resulted in the analysis of CRMP‐2
homotetramer structures. The first structure focused on the interactions of the
monomers to form the tetramer and the second focused on identifying sites of post
translation modification.
Ca+ buffer structure
The 2007 crystal structure was solved to a resolution of 2.4Å from a crystal
formed in a CaCl buffer using the hanging drop method. This structure was
compared to several homologous proteins. The stuctures of CRMP‐1 and
dihyropyriminidase (DHP) were overlayed with CRMP‐2 and show several
conserved domains: a triosephosphate isomerase barrel (TIM) and small beta sheet
domain. CRMP‐1 and 2 differ from DHP because they do not maintain the active site

of DHP so they do not have the same enzymatic activity. CRMP‐1 and CRMP‐2 have
highly conserved amino acid sequence and structure except in a few areas. The area
immediately surrounding the non‐conserved “active site” differs between CRMP‐1
and 2. This shows that there may not be any selective pressure on the pocket to
preserve it.
The differences between the areas of contact are used to model an, as yet
unsolved, heterotetramer between CRMP‐1 and CRMP‐2. As illustrated in figure 1
there are 4 points of contact between the subunits but only 2 distinct interfaces.
Their analysis of the amino acids lead them to conclude that interface 1 is most
likely the contact point between CRMP‐1 and 2 because of the similar hydrophobic
nature between the two molecules. Interface 2 however is much more hydrophobic
in a CRMP‐1 dimer so it is more likely that this would be the contact point between
like monomers forming the CRMP‐1/CRMP1 and CRMP‐2/CRMP‐2 interfaces. This
structure has Ca++ ions bound but they are unsure if this is normal or due to the
nature of the buffer used to form the crystal.
Mg+ paper
In order to determine the effect of the buffer on the crystal structure of
CRMP‐2 the 2008 structure uses a different buffer. A CD spectroscopy technique
was used to determine that Mg++ or Ca++ is necessary to form a proper crystal of
CRMP‐2. The crystal formed using a Mg++ buffer contained a high percentage of
tetramers and they were able to resolve the structure down to 1.9Å. This structure
also shows no Ca++ bound unlike the previous structure. The difference between
these structures is between 0.2 and 0.35Å rmsd between Cα. The structures derived
from the different buffers are basically equivalent and the implications of the
structures should be minimally different and higher resolution allows a finer
analysis of the proteins interactions.
Functional mapping to 3D model
Both papers map the known functional analysis onto the 3D structure. Only a
small level of details is described in the 2007 structure. The protein/protein
interaction sites for tubulin binding and Numb, an endocytosis element, are mapped
and 1 phosphorylation site (Ser465). (Fig 2). The 2008 structure is higher
resolution and is augmented by biochemical analysis of post‐translational
modifications to advance the mapping so it contains more mapped modification
sites. It doesn’t account for any protein/protein interactions. (Fig. 3). This also
allowed them to map several newly discovered sites of modification to explore in a
functional way.
Future structures
CRMP‐2 is a molecule that has had its functional regions thoroughly mapped
through biochemical studies. The structural studies are beginning to show how the
functional mapping is placed onto the 3D structure, however it is still unclear how
CRMP‐2 is able to encourage microtubule growth by binding to tubulin. It would be
interesting to see a structure of CRMP‐2 bound to tubulin. The stoichiometry
suggests that a single CRMP‐2 molecule binds to 2 tubulin dimer molecules and that
the tetramer is different in structure with tubulin bound (Fukata et al. 2002). These

structures would provide insight into how tubulin binding by CRMP‐2 encourages
microtubule polymerization.
Figures
Figure 1. Diagram of interfaces between CRMP‐2 monomers in a tetramer structure.
(Stenmark et al. 2007) Interface 1 is the potential interface of CRMP‐1/CRMP‐2 in
the heterotetramer and interface 2 is the interface of the monomer interactions.

Figure 2. Functional mapping of domains and phosphorylation sites onto Ca++
buffer obtain structure of CRMP‐2. (Stenmark et al. 2007) Cartoon: Red and dark
blue indicate the tubulin binding domain, cyan indicates the Numb binding domain.
Space filled: pink is the Ser465 phosphorylation site.

Figure 3. Functional mapping of oxidation sites (magenta, yellow) and deamination
sites (green and blue) onto Mg++ buffer obtained structure.
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The Crystal Structure of JNK2 Reveals Conformational Flexibility in the MAP
Kinase Insert and Indicates Its Involvement in the Regulation of Catalytic
Activity
Tianyi Yu
Mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinases are serine/threonine-specific protein kinases that
respond to extracellular stimuli (mitogens) and regulate various cellular activities, such as gene
expression, mitosis, differentiation, proliferation, and cell survival/apoptosis. JNK is a protein
which plays an important role in MAP kinase pathway. C-Jun N-terminal kinases (JNKs),
originally identified as kinases that bind and phosphosphorylate c-Jun on Ser63 and Ser73 within
its transcriptional activation domain, are mitogen-activated protein kinases which are responsive
to stress stimuli, such as cytokines, ultraviolet irradiation, heat shock, and osmotic shock, and are
involved in T cell differentiation and apoptosis. The c-Jun N-terminal kinases consist of ten
isoforms derived from three genes: JNK1, JNK2 and JNK3: JNK1 and JNK2 are found in all cells
and tissues. JNK3 is found mainly in the brain, but is also found in the heart and the testes.[1] By
observing the MAP kinase pathway we can see that MKK4 and MKK7 are two major upcoming
kinase of JNK.

Figure 1: the left is conformation 1 and the right is conformation 2
JNK2 has two conformation as show in Figure 1. The left is conformation 1 and the right is
conformation 2. The sequence of them is identical. Conformation 1 is more compact than
conformation 2. Then activation loop of conformation cannot be resolved by electron density map.
It may be caused by the flexibility of activation loop. This phenomenon is also observed in other
proteins.
Figure 2 shows the overall structure of conformation 1. The red is a Gly-rich loop. The blue is a
C. Magenta is the activation loop. Green is
so-called hinge sequence. The cyan is helix
exchanged surface residues. Yellow is furan-2-carboxylic acid. They possess a two-lobe structure
prototypical for protein kinase. The N-terminal love consists of

strands and C-terminal

-helical. They are connected by the hinge sequence. Hinge sequence is the binding site for ATP
and ATP-competitive kinase inhibition. It has an N-terminal

-hairpin (

and

),

an extended loop region following helix G (including
and
), which is a
common sequence structure shared by all MAP kinases and called “MAP kinase insert”. Also it
has an C-terminal

-helix (

Figure 2: overall structure

).

Figure 3: ligand binding

Figure 3 shows how ligand, the ATP competitive inhibitor, binds to the ATP binding pocket. They
form three hydrogen binds, the left three black dashed lines and two water-mediated hydrogen
bonds, the right two black dashed lines. Also they formed several van der Waals contacts. So the
ligand can bind to the ATP pockets pretty well.

Figure 4: activation loop

Figure 5: activation loop stabilization

Figure 4 shows the activation loop . Magenta and yellow loops are activation loops of JNK1 and
JNK3 respectively. Green is the activation loop of JNK2. The left asterisk is Y185, substrate for
JNK activating kinase MKK4. The right asterisk is T183, the substrate for JNK activating kinase

MKK7. Like figure 5 shows, M181 and M182 forms a lot of van der Waals contacts with MAP
kinase insert. So the green activation loop is stabilized. We will focus on the two substrates for
JNK activating kinase. Y185 is buried into protein and forms water-mediated hydrogen bonds
with side chain of Q233 and backbone NH of R189. It can not work with MKK4 anymore. Even
T183 is exposed to the solvent, it is too close to the two fixed residue M181 and M182 and might
also not be available for phosphorylation for steric reasons. From above we can wee that the
activation loop of compact conformation 1 is not activated but that of flexible conformation 2 is
activated.

Figure 6: comparison of the MAP kinase insert of two conformations
From figure 6 we can see more clearly. Green is conformation 1 and magenta is conformation 2.
The MAP kinase insert is more closer to the action loop and therefore stabilized the activation
loop. The main conclusion is the activation loop of JNK2 can be regulated by the MAP kinase
insert and then effect the function of its two major upcoming kinase MKK4 and MKK7. The MAP
kinase insert can be affected by many small residues such as fatty acid which has been observed
by other MAP kinase.
There are still some works needed to be done in the future. The reason why JNK2 has two
conformations is still unclear. They may be caused by the packing interaction between JNK2. But
even if it is true, they still need to know exactly how they affect the proportion of each
conformation.
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